
Benefits of NatureConnect

IWG Regus Battersea London

Make people more energetic and increase 
alertness providing the melanopic boost

Study shows an increase of the occupancy 
of windowless offices with 48% 

Creates a feeling of spaciousness with the 
view to the sky.

Easy-to-use wall switch to select different 
scenes so users can choose the right light 
at the right moment.

Occupancy detection for energy efficency.

Improve quality of video conferencing.

Turn dark areas into engaging spaces

Does your project has a space with limited 
or no access to daylight? NatureConnect by 
Signify is the answer!

NatureConnect mimics daylight, simulates 
the sun’s daily patterns and replicates a view 
to the sky, using light recipes that boost 
energy levels and help indoor spaces feel in 
sync with nature.

The NatureConnect system consists of 
luminaires and a scene set to provide 
the automatic day rhythm and different 
scenes to choose the right light at the right 
moment. This can be done with an easy-to-
use wall switch.



Option A
5 to 9 m²

9 m²
Off

Day Rhythm

9 m²

Option B
12 m²

Item 12nc Q.ty

NC Mini island WH 910505103473 1

Daylight W60L60 910505103362 2

Daylight driver 910505103363 2

scene set 910505103996 1

extra sensor 913701067003 1

Off

Day Rhythm

12 m²

Item 12nc Q.ty

NC Mini island WH 910505103473 1

scene set 910505103996 1



Option C
15 m²

Off

Day Rhythm

15 m²

Item 12nc Q.ty

NC Mini island WH 910505103473 2

scene set 910505103996 1

extra sensor 913701067003 1

Scan the QR code for more information about NatureConnect system: 

Or send a request to: 

https://www.signify.com/global/innovation/natureconnect/download-assets

natureconnect@signify.com





NatureConnect link

NatureConnect Interact scene set

NatureConnect luminaires

Tunable White DALI DT8 DIA

Wireless
switch Sensor

Wireless battery
powered sensor

wiredwired

Simulating natural daylight with a 
view to the sky, creating feeling of 
spaciousness.Easy to use wall 

switch to select 
different scene. 
Tenants can choose 
the right light in the 
right moment.

Occupancy detection 
for energy efficiency.

*NatureConnect link is compatible with other DALI and 0-10 V lighting control systems (e.g. Dynalite).

NatureConnect system architecture
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